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ABSTRACT

While renewable energy sources have become commonplace in
almost every facet of the world’s energy infrastructure, scientists still
struggle to find economically viable and mass-produced renewable
alternatives to jet fuel. However, the cash-cover crop pennycress has the
potential to fill this niche. Achieving germination in the fall is crucial for a
successful pennycress harvest. Previous research demonstrated that greater
exposure times to gibberellic acid decreases the emergence time and
increases seed yield of both wild and golden pennycress varieties. The
current research seeks to verify this conclusion and determine the impact of
a more commercially viable 30 second gibberellic acid seed treatment.
Black seeded wild ‘ARV1’ and golden seeded ‘tt8-t/ARV1’ pennycress seed
were treated with gibberellic acid for either, 0, 30 sec (0.00833 hours), 0.5
hours, an hour, and 12 hours. These seeds were planting in Macomb, IL
during the fall of 2021 and harvested spring of 2022. It was found that the
gibberellic acid treatments of 0.5 hours, 1 hour, and 12 hours significantly
reduced the number of days until emergence for ‘ARV1’, while having no
effect on ‘tt8-t/ARV1’. The 30 second treatment had no effect on the
emergence time of either variety. These results contradict the earlier 2020-
2021 study, which were not watered immediately after planting.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Date Study
Black seeded wild pennycress variety ‘ARV1’ and golden pennycress variety 

‘tt8-t/ARV1’ were planted in Macomb, IL on September 25, 2022, after exposure 
to GA treatment for 0 hours, 30 seconds (0.00833 hours), 0.5 hours, 1 hour, or 12 
hours (Figure 1). Each treatment consisted of 5 replicants for a total of 25 plots 
for wild pennycress and 25 for golden pennycress. Each plot had a width of 1.22 
meters and an average plot length of 4.72 meters (Figure 2). In 2022, plots 
received water immediately after planting. Plots were harvested by combine in 
late May and analyzed for seed yield, tillering, lodging, stem and floral branching, 
disease pressure, oil content, total weight of 1000 seeds, height of the first pod, 
and total plant height. Weather data was collected for each planting site. 

Oil, Protein, and Data Analysis 
Debris was cleaned from seeds with an Office Tester (Figure 5), and seed 

length, width, area, circularity, and thousand seed weight were recorded with a 
Marvin Seed Analyzer and analytical balance. Total oil content and moisture was 
determined by nondestructive time-delayed Nuclear Magnetic Resonance on 450 
mg of whole pennycress seed.  Data collected in 2021 was reported by Sousa and 
Phippen utilizing similar methods, but without the 30 second sample and without 
irrigation right after planting.

INTRODUCTION

Development of renewable sources of feed stock and aviation fuel are a 
priority for the US agricultural sector. However, minimizing the 
replacement of important food crops is an important concern when 
promoting widespread adoption of oilseed crops. One solution to this 
problem is the implementation of the cash cover crop, pennycress. With its 
short winter growing season, pennycress allows for a full season planting of 
corn or soybeans on the same acreage immediately after harvest, with no 
negative impact on soybean or corn yield (Bishop, 2019). Some studies 
suggest that intercropping with pennycress may have advantageous effects 
on seed yield for crops such as soybeans (Phippen, 2012).  Pennycress itself 
has also been shown to produce an adequate seed yield without the need for 
extra fertilization after food crops such as sweet corn (Moore, 2020). 

Utilization of pennycress for feed stock and aviation fuel has been 
proven economically viable (Mousavi-Avval, 2020). Pennycress seeds have 
a relatively high oil content (25-36%-wet basis) which is of sufficient 
quality for conversion to renewable jet fuel and biodiesel (Mousavi-Avval, 
2020; Moser, 2009).  The cost of production and logistics for this 
conversion are low when compared to other renewable jet fuel feedstocks 
such as canola, camelina, and carinata. Likewise, the entire process of 
planting, harvesting, and converting pennycress has a low fossil fuel use 
ratio and less nitrogen demand compared to other oilseed crops such as 
canola (Mousavi-Avval, 2020).

One obstacle to pennycress implementation is its non-uniform 
emergence. For similar oilseed plants like canola, treatment with gibberellic 
acid (GA) has been proven to cause more consistent germination and higher 
seed yield (Nizamani, 2018).  However, the effectiveness of such treatment 
is uncertain for wild pennycress and there is not enough evidence to 
determine whether GA treatment is necessary for gene edited golden 
pennycress, which does not suffer from the same non-uniform germination.

CONCLUSION
Both this study and the earlier 2021 GA study by Sousa (2021) demonstrate 

that greater treatments of GA lead to shorter emergence times for wild 
pennycress. However, it is unclear if yield is affected as, while the 2021 study 
did.  Likewise, it is uncertain as to whether the ‘tt8-t/ARV1’ pennycress is 
significantly affected by GA treatment, as this study demonstrated that there 
was no significant impact on any ‘tt8-t/ARV1’ pennycress characteristics due to 
different GA treatment times, while the 2021 study shows that both yield and 
days until emergence were affected.

These differences could be explained by altered irrigation times after  
planting for the 2021 and 2022 study. In the 2022 study, pennycress seeds were 
irrigated after planting, while the 2021 study was not. GA treatment of 
pennycress must be studied further to more clearly determine why these 
discrepancies occurred.
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Figure 5. Comparison of black seeded wild pennycress ‘ARV1’ 
seed and golden pennycress ‘tt8-t/ARV1’ seed.

RESULTS
Anova tests were used to analyze the data (Figure 3), it was found that 

the 2022 ‘ARV1’ sample exposed to GA for 0.5, 1, and 12 hours had 
significantly less days until germination (P = 2x10-16) compared to the wild 
samples exposed to GA for 30 seconds or not at all. The 2021 wild sample had a 
significantly decreased germination time for each successively longer treatment 
(P = 3.91x10-3).

The emergence time of the 2022 ‘tt8-t/ARV1’ variety was not 
significantly impacted by different levels of GA treatment. In contrast, the 2021 
‘tt8-t/ARV1’ variety emerged significantly faster with GA treatment compared 
to without (P = 9.73x10-4). GA application did not significantly affect seed yield 
for both 2022 varieties but did significantly increase seed yield for the wild 2021 
variety (P = 3.23x10-2) and ‘tt8-t/ARV1’ (P = 3.89x10-2) (Figure 4).
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Figure 2. Seed treatment plots in Macomb, IL. Plots highlighted in red are ‘tt8-t/ARV1’ golden seeds, plots highlighted in yellow are the ‘ARV1’ black 
seeded plots.
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Figure 3. Results of GA vs emergence analysis. The top two graphs depict 
emergence days for 2022, in which wild type pennycress is significantly 
affected and golden is not. The bottom two graphs depict the same analysis for 
2021, where both varieties are significantly affected.

Figure 1. Treatment of wild ‘ARV1’ pennycress seeds with gibberellic acid.
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Figure 4. Results of GA vs yield analysis. The top two graphs depict seed 
yield in lbs./acre for 2022, in which neither type is significantly affected. 
The bottom two graphs depict the same analysis for 2021, where both 
varieties are significantly affected by GA treatment.
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